
Response to the BBC Trust's consultation on the BBC's strategic review

The BBC's strategic principles 

The Director-General has proposed five high level principles which would set the future
direction of the BBC. These are:

• putting quality first, including five areas of editorial focus for all BBC services

• doing fewer things better – including stopping activities in some areas

• guaranteeing access for all licence fee payers to BBC services

• making the licence fee work harder – being efficient and offering better value for
money

• setting new boundaries

The Trust agrees that the BBC should have a set of published principles and, when these
are agreed, we will ensure that the BBC is held to account for acheiving them.

Some of the proposed principles are in response to challenges the Trust has set the BBC –
such as focussing on high quality programmes and considering whether the current range
of services is too large. We endorse these five principles, although we have not agreed to
specific proposals in each area.
Do you think these are the right principles? 

I do not agree that these five principles adequately define the role of the BBC.

Three are well-identified and fair, although the proposals identified in relation to them will, in some
instances, fail to fulfil them (see answers to later questions):

• putting quality first, including five areas of editorial focus for all BBC services

• making the licence fee work harder – being efficient and offering better value for money

• guaranteeing access for all licence fee payers to BBC services

The remaining two principles, however, do not describe the BBC's role correctly. Rather than doing
fewer things and doing them better, a more appropriate principle could be that the BBC should
identify audiences that are not served by commercial providers and provide for them where it is
appropriate to do so in light of the quality, access and licence fee principles. This could be
expressed as “provide a public service” or “serve the public space”, in line with the Director
General's foreword to the strategic review.

As regards “setting new boundaries”, many of the detailed proposals are too blunt to enable the
BBC to fulfil its remit of serving all licence-fee payers. This point will be addressed in detail in
response to the relevant question below.

Should the BBC have any other strategic principles? 
Please enter your answer for question 

The BBC should undertake to identify audiences that are not served by commercial providers and
to serve them with dedicated programming and channels where this is in keeping with the other
principles.

A fourth principle, along the lines of “serving diverse audiences, that are not catered for elsewhere,
on a public service basis” would therefore be an appropriate replacement for the fourth and fifth



proposed principles.

Proposed principle: Putting Quality First

We know that you have very high expectations of BBC programmes and services.  We also
know that most BBC programmes and services meet audience expectations, but that some
do not.  The Trust will always push the BBC to do better in this respect and we're keen to
know what you think.

Which BBC output do you think could be higher quality? 

The BBC currently offers a high quality of radio output on its smaller stations. BBC local radio, BBC
6 Music and the Asian Network all offer programming of a consistently high quality, hosting
innovative broadcasters who simply would not be given work on commercial stations, and catering
for audiences that would otherwise not be served. These represent outstanding examples of public
service broadcasting that should be preserved and nourished.

Elsewhere on its radio network the BBC offers less quality. Daytime programming on Radios 1 and
2 is not readily distinguishable from what is offered by commercial radio.

News and journalism are other weak areas in the BBC's current output. Radio 5 Live and television
news in particular are characterised by very low standards of journalism: reports often shy away
from giving any form of technical detail; journalists often make very poor use of language, with
hackneyed wording, inappropriate cliches and grammatical or syntactical errors being common in
most reports; reports often make heavy use of music and graphical devices that do not assist in
putting information across; truisms and uninformed speculation are often presented as analysis. It
is rare event when I am able to watch a BBC news programme without feeling that my intelligence
is being insulted.

The BBC compares particularly poorly to Channel 4 in this regard: Channel 4 dedicates 55 minutes
(minus adverts) to its weekday evening news bulletins, with more effective in-depth reporting and
exploration of stories, particularly international stories, not covered elsewhere.

The BBC also needs to improve its drama offering. The BBC currently broadcasts much high
quality drama that would not be made by a commercial station, or has inspired commercial stations
to make similar shows, such as Doctor Who, Robin Hood and Five Days. High quality drama
nonetheless seems marginalised within the BBC's schedule: continuing drama such as Casualty,
Holby City, Doctors and Eastenders continues to dominate BBC1, while much of that channel's
returning drama, such as New Tricks or Waterloo Road, is fundamentally unchallenging and of a
similar calibre to the soap opera style continuing drama. Greater emphasis needs to be placed on
new, innovative drama and developing new writers, with less emphasis on continuing drama, which
can be safely left to commercial providers. 

Offering you something special

The Trust believes that the BBC needs to do more than offer high quality programmes and
services.

We know that your expectations of the BBC are that it offers something special to you –
something distinctive and better than other broadcasters. For example, the BBC should
offer you thoroughly independent and impartial news, it should introduce you to new talent
in drama and comedy, and its radio stations should play pop music that other radio stations
don’t.

The Trust knows that you think the BBC could do more to be original and different in some
areas.

Which areas should the BBC make more distinctive from other broadcasters and media? 



The BBC should make its popular music offering more distinctive from other broadcasters.
Although it has an excellent platform in diverse popular music already, in the form of 6 Music, it
should strengthen its distinctiveness further, in line with the BBC Trust's report of February 2010.
The daytime schedules on Radios 1 and 2 are indistinguishable from commercial radio and should
be made radically more distinctive, without the use of populist presenters such as Chris Evans,
who could easily find a home in the commercial sector.

Drama on BBC television should also be made more distinctive. It is currently dominated by
continuing drama to an unacceptable degree: there is no reason why programmes such as
Casualty and Holby City could not be sold to ITV. Resources freed up by this could be ploughed
into more original drama such as Being Human, Torchwood: Children of Earth or Criminal Justice.
This new drama could also be an outlet for new writing talent, which the BBC currently funnels
through continuing drama, which is of dubious appropriateness if the object of the exercise is to
encourage talent and originality. If nothing else, the cancellation of Doctors (five episodes a week
of often humdrum and mediocre drama, costing approx. £20,000 each) could free up budget for a
re-instated Play for Today, with a well-resourced budget of £100,000 for one sixty minute drama
per week. This would satisfy the BBC's ambitions for quality and distinctiveness without the need
to find new resources. 

The BBC's new offering does not have to be more distinctive, merely better. A carbon copy of
Channel 4 News would represent a vast improvement, to the extent that its lack of distinctiveness
would be a small price to pay. Such a move would also doubtless have the effect of encouraging
other news broadcasters to raise their game also.

BBC television's daytime schedules must also be made more distinctive – or even closed entirely,
and replaced with content from the BBC News channel. Property shows, antiques-based
gameshows and repeats of long-in-the-tooth American dramas such as Murder She Wrote are
essentially filler content that would all be at home on commercial television and are not remotely
distinctive. The failure of the strategic review to show more bold thinking and honesty in addressing
this part of the BBC's schedule is particularly disappointing.

The Five Editorial Priorities

The Director-General has proposed that all BBC services should be focussed on some or all
of five editorial priorities.

The Director-General's proposed editorial priorities are:

• The best journalism in the world
• Inspiring knowledge, music and culture
• Ambitious UK drama and comedy
• Outstanding children’s content
• Events that bring communities and the nation together

The Trust thinks that the proposed editorial priorities fit well with those things you have told
us are important to you in our previous research, but we want to consider how these
priorities should be delivered to you in the future.

Do these priorities fit with your expectations of BBC TV, radio and online services? 

• The best journalism in the world

Yes – undoubtedly the BBC, as a publicly-funded broadcaster, should provide the highest
standards of journalism in the world. The Trust must acknowledge, however, that far from offering
the best journalism in the world, the BBC currently offers a very low quality of journalism: trivial
stories are reported unnecessarily (for instances celebrity matters such as recent stories involving



Tiger Woods or Ashley Cole), while significant issues are not sufficiently scrutinised (for instance,
the reasons for going to war in Iraq were not adequately explored prior to the invasion, and Radio
5 Live in particular presented the whole operation as an unqualified success on the day after
Saddam Hussein's regime fell). The presenters employed by the BBC often seem not to
understand English syntax and grammar, and make a large number of errors, sometimes to the
point of rendering their meaning incomprehensible. The BBC must acknowledge the deep
deficiencies in its current news offering and undertake thorough reform of its entire news operation
in order to provide a truly world-class service.

• Inspiring knowledge, music and culture

Yes – undoubtedly the BBC should provide inspiring knowledge, music and culture, of as diverse a
nature and to as many different audiences as is reasonably practicable. The role of 6 Music is
particularly important here, as the only BBC radio platform dedicated to non-mainstream popular
music, and must be maintained. Without this dedicated service, the BBC will fail to meet this
editorial priority (see also answer to 'Doing fewer things and doing them better').

• Ambitious UK drama and comedy

Yes – undoubtedly the BBC should be providing ambitious drama and comedy, and championing
the production of it in the UK. There is a long way to go before the BBC can be said to be doing
this: while there is much that is good at present, there is also much that is mediocre, and the Trust
must acknowledge that the BBC needs to exhibit greater drive, and take greater risks, in
developing new talent and commissioning bold content. In particular, its current high volume of
continuing drama is in direct breach of this editorial principle, and some of the resources used to
produce, for instance, Doctors and Holby City should be redirected to more ambitious drama.

On comedy it must be observed that the BBC seems to be doing well: all of the rising stars of the
stand-up comedy circuit seem currently to have a good chance of developing a TV or radio show,
often on the BBC, and on Channel 4 if not. If anything, the BBC could perhaps do well to look
beyond the world of stand-up to commission its comedy programmes.

• Outstanding children’s content

Yes – undoubtedly the BBC should provide children's programming of a high standard. 

• Events that bring communities and the nation together

No – staging events should not be one of the BBC's core activities. Private and commercial
providers and public sector bodies such as arts bodies or local authorities should take the lead in
providing such events, although it may be appropriate for the BBC to be involved, and even make
a financial contribution, in order to provide coverage of the event – as, for instance, with the
Glastonbury festival. But it should not be the BBC's role to generate such events, and the
extensive allocation of resources to, for instance, the Proms, must be questioned.

Proposed principle: Doing fewer things and doing them better

The Trust believes that BBC must offer the highest quality programming. We have
previously told the Director-General that we think that the pursuit of higher quality may
mean doing less overall.

The Director-General has proposed a number of areas where the BBC could reduce or stop
activities altogether. The suggestions are to:



• Close Radio 6 Music and focusing the BBC’s pop music output on Radio 1 and Radio
2

• Close Asian Network as a national service and aiming to serve Asian audiences
better in other ways on other BBC services

• Change BBC local radio stations, by investing more in breakfast, morning and
drivetime shows, but share content across local stations at other times of the day

• Close the BBC’s teen zone, BBC Switch
• Close the teenage learning offer Blast!
• Make the BBC’s website smaller, with fewer sections. (We do not yet have the details

of what will be cut)

We can assure you that decisions have not yet been taken on any of these areas and
that we will consider each area very carefully before doing so.
We welcome your views on these areas. 

Public space
While overall there may be much to be said for the idea of “doing less and doing it better”, it is not
at all clear that the closure of 6 Music will help the BBC achieve this – it may end up doing less,
but will almost certainly not be doing it better. It is also in direct contradiction of the proposed
principle of “putting quality first” and in tension with the proposed editorial priority of providing
“inspiring knowledge, music and culture.” 

This response will set out how it is necessary, in order to meet the objectives identified in the
strategic review, not only to maintain 6 Music but to enhance it, along the lines recommended in
the BBC Trust's recent report on the station. In particular it will argue that the strategic review has
mis-identified the audience served by 6 Music and underestimated the significance of its cultural
contribution relative to those of other BBC radio stations.

The Director General's foreword to the strategic review speaks eloquently of the idea of “public
space”. In particular, he stated:

“While commercial media companies have to assign different values to different target audiences—
favouring the affluent, for example, or the young—in public space, everyone is as important and
valuable as everyone else.”

He went on to say:

“When, as a result, a piece of valuable content is lost—consider, for instance, the ending of The
South Bank Show—the effects are multiple: audiences lose a precious connection to the arts
world; the UK television industry loses an important documentary platform; but at the same time,
many artists and cultural institutions lose a significant pathway to the public. Public space is
diminished.”

These two points – the need to identify all audiences within the public space in an equitable way
that looks beyond simple characteristics such as age, and the need to bear in mind the wider
cultural harm that can arise from the loss of a particular outlet – are vitally important, and the
proposed closure of 6 Music should be considered with both of them in mind. 

Audience identification
The strategic review makes a significant error in identifying 6 Music's audience principally on the
basis of their age, in spite of the Director General's earlier comment that this is not an appropriate
approach to take when considering the BBC's role in serving the public space, and in spite of its
acknowledgement that 6 Music has no target demographic audience. Despite these good reasons
for not placing reliance on age, the strategic report rests its recommendation for closure
fundamentally on the issue of age, claiming that Radios 1 and 2, and the commercial sector,
should primarily cater for the 6 Music audience. A more detailed consideration of 6 Music's
audience will show that this assessment is inappropriate and inaccurate, and that a firm case for
closure cannot be built upon it.



The 6 Music audience cannot be classified simply by age. Rather, as the name of the station
suggests, it is characterised principally with reference to musical taste. The BBC Trust's recent
report on Radios 2 and 6 Music, which made use of an extensive survey of listeners of both
stations, verified this. It identified a description of 6 Music listeners as, “music ‘fans’; people who
are really interested in and ‘serious’ about music and do not want to listen just to mainstream
music, but other new, indie or alternative music,” and in its recommendations affirmed that what
makes 6 Music distinctive is, “a schedule built around celebrating the alternative spirit of popular
music.”

This flatly contradicts the assertion in the strategic review that 6 Music, “competes head-on for a
commercially valuable audience.” Far from focusing on a valuable demographic that is ripe for
exploitation by the commercial sector, 6 Music serves a non-mainstream audience that commercial
radio cannot serve as effectively or comprehensively.

 The strategic review also suggests that 6 Music brings relatively few “unique listeners” to BBC
radio, and implies that its listeners will therefore be content to listen to Radios 1 and 2 instead. This
seems likely to be wide of the mark: in many cases, 6 Music listeners may listen to Radios 4 or 5
Live for speech content, but are unlikely to find much to enjoy on the BBC's other, more
mainstream, popular music channels. The Trust should query this use of statistics in the review
further. 

As we will see, the range of music provided on 6 Music is not provided anywhere on the BBC or on
commercial radio for the simple reason, in the latter case, that it would not attract large enough
audiences to be profitable. 

Musical distinctiveness 
BBC 6 Music offers a range of music that cannot be found either in the commercial sector or on
any other BBC radio station. The audience for this range of music, which as we have seen is
identifiable, but not a mass audience, will not be served effectively by having to rely on other
stations.

A comparison with Absolute Radio and the two XFM stations, the stations with which 6 Music might
be most readily compared, will illustrate this. In the 30 days to March 7th 2010, 6 Music played
3,244 unique tracks compared to Absolute Radio's 1371, XFM London's 538 and XFM
Manchester's 568.1 Nor is the difference purely a matter of numbers. Many daytime presenters on
6 Music are allowed far more latitude to choose some tracks themselves than is the case on any
other national UK station. 6 Music also makes prolific use of the BBC's unique archive of session
performances, which often provides a song an hour in the daytime – by definition, these recordings
cannot be heard anywhere else. Overall, it is clear that the music offering of 6 Music cannot be
found on any other current station, nor would it make sense to expect that any other station would
put such an offering in place in the future.

A further measure of the uniqueness of 6 Music's offering can be gained by considering its roster of
presenters. The BBC Trust's report identified this as a key strength of the station, identifying that
survey respondents particularly named the programmes hosted by Marc Riley, Gideon Coe, Steve
Lamacq and Stuart Maconie as among the things they particularly liked about the station. It is
extremely difficult to imagine any other station, commercial or BBC, hiring these presenters at all
(bar Lamacq, who presents one show a week on Radio 2, having been dismissed by Radio 1), still
less giving them the latitude they currently enjoy to play an eclectic and at times obscure selection
of music in the afternoon and early evening slots that many currently occupy.

Indeed, the Trust recommended that 6 Music should enhance this particular strength, by becoming
still more specialised and music-driven, particularly in the daytime programming, where it currently
most resembles other stations (notwithstanding the quite distinct music variety already noted). Its
recommendations were that:

1 Figures from comparemyradio.com, March 7th 2010 



“The BBC Executive should make changes to clarify and strengthen the station's appeal, in doing
so it should also seek to attract enthusiasts of alternative popular music from demographic groups
which were currently less likely to listen, particularly older listeners 
It must do this without diminishing the aspects which made it distinctive, e.g. a schedule built
around celebrating the alternative spirit of popular music 
The station should ensure that presenters were not only popular, but also had musical credibility, to
act as trusted guides for music enthusiasts.” 

This strengthening of 6 Music, as recommended by the BBC Trust, is the exact opposite course of
action to that recommended in the strategic review, and it is to be regretted that the review was
published so soon after the Trust's report that the former undoubtedly did not have time to take the
latter's recommendations on board. It is clear that the Trust's recommendations cannot be met by
following the strategic review's recommendations; indeed, they are wholly inadequate for meeting
its own stated objectives, never mind those of the BBC Trust.

Alternative proposals and impact assessment
The strategic review's recommendations for serving the 6 Music audience in the absence of a
dedicated station are wholly inadequate, not only because that audience is not properly identified,
but also because the proposals themselves are so vague as to be meaningless. Moreover,
alternative options seem not to have been considered or assessed. If nothing else, the closure of 6
Music cannot be allowed to proceed without firm and viable plans in place to serve the listeners
who would be let down by its loss.

The strategic review talks of moving some 6 Music content to Radio 2, but does not offer any clue
as to which content this might be. Nor does it suggest where this content might fit on Radio 2;
rather, the changes it proposes for Radio 2 seem to take it further away from 6 Music rather than
closer to it. These include: 

– “Shifting specialist and feature programming into higher-profile slots, including regular
documentaries, live concerts, comedy and jazz

– Committing to at least 50% speech during daytime
– Continuing to focus on older listeners and not overlapping more than it does today with the

audiences targeted by the majority of commercial radio.”

It is hard to see how this will offer a reasonable replacement for the current 24-hour service offered
by 6 Music. Will some of Radio 2's daytime presenters be replaced by, for instance, Steve Lamacq
or Marc Riley? Very plainly, they will not (indeed, it is striking that the review does not make any
proposal to change Radio 2's mass-appeal roster of populist daytime presenters, several of them
ex-Radio 1 and holding little appeal for the station's supposed target audience; a roster which
competes far more strongly for commercially valuable listeners than anything on 6 Music). It is
particularly hard to see how a greater emphasis on speech on Radio 2 will serve the listeners of a
dedicated music station. 

Indeed, if these changes are to shape much of Radio 2's output, it must follow that any content
transferred from 6 Music, which clearly does not fit anywhere within the proposed new schema, will
be marginalised and obscurely scheduled. This will be a wholly inadequate replacement for a 24-
hour dedicated station that currently serves a clearly identifiable audience whose needs are not
met anywhere else. 

As it is, as well as moving some programming to Radio 2, the strategic review proposes that
specialist digital-only content should continue to be produced, in a way that has yet to be explored
(the BBC will, it says, “evaluate the best use of this content investment and of the digital spectrum
that the closure of 6 Music would release”). Bearing these proposals in mind, it must be questioned
how much of 6 Music's current budget will actually be freed up for meaningful redeployment. It
must also be questioned how much benefit can be brought to the other two stations by re-
allocating some of 6 Music's budget: both already have budgets many times greater than 6 Music



(£43million for Radio 1, £51 million for Radio 2). If much of 6 Music's budget continues to be used
to make the same programming as at present, or very similar, there is surely little to be gained by
closing the station. 

Put another way, even if the changes do serve to improve the offerings of Radios 1 and 2, which
seems questionable, will this improvement be sufficient to compensate for the loss of what the
BBC concedes is a consistently high-quality 24-hour station? Clearly, it will not – the harm caused
by the loss of 6 Music will not be outweighed by marginal improvements to Radios 1 and 2.  That
said, if the two mainstream music networks are strengthened, they will compete far more
vigorously for a commercially valuable audience than even an improved 6 Music would. In
summary, the proposed replacement services for 6 Music, such as they are, would fail to serve the
station's existing audience, but risk either failing to improve the BBC's other offerings or, if they do
achieve this, running counter to the stated aim of the strategic review to draw clearer boundaries
with the commercial sector.

It is perplexing that one obvious method for re-shaping 6 Music has not been considered in the
strategic review. While the review signals a retreat from the BBC's previous digital strategy, by
aligning Radio 7 with Radio 4 as “Radio 4 Extra”, in line with the existing 1Xtra and 5 Live Sports
Extra services, it fails to consider re-aligning 6 Music as “Radio 2 Extra” or similar. This is in spite
of 6 Music's traditional positioning as a “sister channel” for Radio 2 and the operational overlap
between them, which should make the move relatively simple to accomplish. Many 6 Music
listeners may find this a palatable alternative to closure as well as a justifiable way of meeting the
strategic review's stated goals in a way that closure would not, and it is deeply odd that such an
option has apparently not been seriously considered.

The impact beyond the station itself of the proposed closure also seems not to have been
assessed adequately, or indeed at all. Under clause 30 of the BBC's Charter Agreement, Ofcom is
responsible for conducting a market impact assessment when the BBC proposes either to institute
or to close a service. But this assessment is unlikely to look beyond the world of broadcasting: if 6
Music were to be closed, however, it would have a major impact on the music industry. In
particular, the removal of a valuable avenue of exposure for smaller bands and artists would make
it harder for them to find an audience, and therefore harder for small venues, record labels and
providers of support services (management, publicity etc.) to remain viable. This would have a
measurable economic impact, and the BBC Trust must undertake to assess this as part of its
consideration of the BBC's proposals. It is disappointing that the strategic review appears not to
consider this impact at all, particularly given the Director-General's earlier acknowledgement of the
wider harm that can be caused by the loss of a valuable “pathway to the public”.

Cost / audience
It is clear that 6 Music serves a modestly-sized but identifiable audience that cannot expect to be
served adequately either by the commercial sector or by the nebulous proposal to “re-focus” other
BBC stations. However, it remains the case that this is not a mass audience: is it therefore
justifiable for the BBC to continue to spend licence fee-payers' money on it?

The value for money offered by 6 Music is in fact extremely good, and the public service case for
continuing to fund the station is unanswerable. 

The value for money provided by 6 Music is comparable to that offered by Radios 4 and 5, and
massively greater than that offered by Radio 3, as this comparison shows.2

Radio 3 weekly listeners: 1.8 million
Radio 3 annual budget: £51 million (per week: £981,000)
Radio 3 weekly spend per listener: 54p

Radio 4 weekly listeners: 9.5 million

2 Sources: MediaUK.com, Guardian, BBC; budget figures include content, infrastructure and distribution
costs. 



Radio 4 annual budget: £109 million (per week: £2,096,000)
Radio 4 weekly spend per listener: 22p

5 Live weekly listeners: 6 million
5 Live annual budget: £72 million (per week: £1,385,000)
5 Live weekly spend per listener: 23p

6 Music weekly listeners: 695,000 listeners
6 Music annual budget: £9million (per week: £173,000)
6 Music weekly spend per listener: 25p

The comparison with Radio 3 is particularly significant: both 6 Music and Radio 3 are music-based
stations offering specialist music to an identifiable but modest audience. Both might be said by the
ill-informed to have some commercial comparators, but in reality XFM or Absolute have as much in
common with 6 Music as Classic FM does with Radio 3 – certainly not enough to justify the closure
of the service on the basis that the commercial sector would cater for its audience. Yet in both per-
listener and absolute terms Radio 3 is considerably more expensive than 6 Music, even though it is
broadcast on FM and has existed for decades – both advantages that 6 Music does not enjoy. If 6
Music had an equivalent platform to Radio 3 there can be little doubt that it would grow its
audience at an even faster rate than it is doing at present (more quickly than any of the BBC's
other digital services bar Radio 7), and its value for money proposition would surpass those of
Radios 4 and 5 Live. Indeed, even leaving the station unchanged and allowing for natural growth at
the current rate will significantly increase 6 Music's value for money proposition over time. 

If Radio 3 is to be maintained there is no justification for closing 6 Music. Indeed, the strategic
review notes that while, “many of the BBC’s stations represent impressive value for money—in
particular, Radio 1 and Radio 2[, o]thers make a unique and significant contribution to the purposes
of the BBC which provide a very strong case for their levels of investment (e.g., Radio 4, 1Xtra).”
There can be no excuse for the exclusion of 6 Music from this list: it comfortably makes sufficient
contribution to the BBC's needs, by providing high quality content to an audience not otherwise
served, to justify its continued existence with current budget levels. A more sensible course of
action than its closure would be to maintain the station and implement the BBC Trust's numerous
suggestions for efficiency savings.

Charter obligations
Finally, it is worth noting that the BBC operates under a Royal Charter, and a Charter Agreement
between itself and the Secretary of State, which between them place it under certain obligations.
The closure of 6 Music would represent a breach, or at the very least neglect, of these duties. In
particular, 6 Music supports the BBC in meeting the stipulations in the following clause in the
Charter Agreement (emphasis added):

“8. Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence
(1) In developing (and reviewing) the purpose remit for stimulating creativity and cultural
excellence, the Trust must, amongst other things, seek to ensure that the BBC—
(a) enriches the cultural life of the UK through creative excellence in distinctive and original
content;
(b) foster  s creativity and nurtures talent  ; and
(c) promotes interest, engagement and participation in cultural activity among new   audiences  .”

The Agreement also specifies that the Trust must review the services offered by the BBC. The
recent review of Radio 2 and 6 Music was – as far as can be discerned – such a review:

20. Reviews of service licences
[...]
(3) In reviewing a service licence, the Trust must consult publicly.
(4) If, at the end of a review, the Trust reaches the conclusion that it has concerns which may need
to be addressed through an amendment of the service licence, or if necessary the discontinuance



of the service altogether, the Trust must convey those concerns to the Executive Board.
(5) The resolution of those concerns to the satisfaction of the Trust should occur in accordance
with any applicable Protocols. 

The BBC Trust should set out in its response to this consultation how it reacts to the BBC
apparently declining to address the concerns and recommendations it raised in its review, and
instead put forward proposals which did not address them – indeed, which in many instances acted
directly against them.

Conclusion 
The case for closing 6 Music does not withstand scrutiny, and a more justifiable option would be to
retain the station and strengthen it in line with the recommendations in the BBC Trust's report, for
the following reasons:
 1.the BBC's strategic review fails to identify 6 Music's audience correctly, and regards it in terms of
age rather than in terms of the “public space” of which the Director General speaks in his foreword
to the proposals
 2.far from being part of a “commercially valuable” audience, 6 Music's audience is an identifiable
but niche audience of enthusiasts for independent and alternative music, for which the commercial
sector does not, and will not, cater
 3.the service provided by 6 Music, particularly in terms of the music played, cannot be provided by
any other station
 4.the proposals to use Radios 1 and 2 to cater for the 6 Music audience are unsatisfactory and will
lead to this audience being abandoned by the BBC, most likely with little or no money freed up for
other uses
 5.the wider economic impact of 6 Music's closure on the music industry has not been assessed
but could be considerable
 6.6 Music amply justifies its budget from the licence fee: it offers a comparable public service to
Radio 3, at less than half the cost per listener, despite its more limited availability, and offers
comparable value for money to Radios 4 and 5 Live
 7.6 Music has not yet maximised its audience and should be allowed the chance to do so.

Proposed principle: Guaranteeing access to BBC services

The growth of digital technologies and platforms has led to greater choice and convenience
for many people in terms of how they receive and consume TV and radio programmes.

Many of the BBC’s TV, radio and online services are now delivered to you in several ways.
For example, many BBC radio services are available on AM, FM and DAB radio, digital
television and online devices. However, the Trust recognises that some BBC services are
still unavailable on the main platforms, such as FM or DAB, in parts of the UK.

The Trust believes that there is a fine balance to be struck here – between giving you the
chance to receive BBC services in all the ways and devices you may have and making sure
that the BBC doesn’t spend too much on delivering BBC content to you, rather than on the
content itself.

If you have particular views on how you expect BBC services to be available to you, please
let us know. 

[no answer]

The BBC archive 

The BBC is always considering ways in which it can make its programmes available to you
at no cost. For example, recent TV and radio programmes are already available to you soon
after broadcast on the BBC iPlayer.



The Trust is not considering specific proposals from the Director-General in this area at this
point, but welcome any views you may have on having access to recently broadcast and to
older BBC programming.

 
Please tell us if you have views on this area. 

It seems likely that the logical conclusion of current developments in the internet will be that all
media content will be available online at a time of the consumer's choosing. Linear broadcasting
may well survive, in the form of radio shows and television channels, but to a large extent what we
now regard as broadcast times will effectively become release dates, after which the consumer will
expect the content to be available. Commercial exploitation of programmes after their broadcast
may become more difficult, as viewers become accustomed to being able to access or keep high-
quality recordings of programmes from the off.

The BBC should therefore look to a future in which all of its archive television material (or, at the
very least, all its surviving comedy and drama) is available online, on-demand and for free (save,
perhaps, where there are licensing issues for older material owing to the contractual arrangements
put in place where it was made, where it may be justifiable to charge a fee). The technical
challenge that this presents is not difficult: making programmes available online is already a
mundane task. The scale of the challenge is, however, considerable, and the BBC should begin to
plan for it now before the lack of such a scheme becomes conspicuous and opens it up to political
criticism.

As a first step, the BBC should remove the current time restrictions on when programmes may be
viewed online. The frequency of repeats on its digital television channels already makes this
seems highly irregular: it is a matter of chance, for instance, when a given episode of Two Pints of
Lager and A Packet of Crisps may be available via the iPlayer, but most episodes are certain to be
viewable at some point during any given six-month period – why not simply make them all
available now? 

For drama, comedy and documentary a principle of “once online, always online” should be
instituted.

Proposed principle: Making the licence fee work harder

One of the Trust’s priorities is to ensure that the BBC offers excellent value for money, by
being efficient and by making effective use of its income. We think that it is right that you
expect this of the BBC.

The Trust welcomes the Director-General’s proposals to ensure that the BBC offers value
for money and, specifically, we support the aim to maximise the proportion of the licence
fee that is spent on programming. However, we know that there will be more do to, in order
to achieve this.

 
If you are concerned about the BBC’s value for money, please tell us why. 

In some areas, the BBC is to be commended for producing high quality content at reasonable cost.
One strong example of this is 6 Music, which produces a high quality niche popular music service
for less than half the cost per listener of the BBC's equivalent niche classical music station, Radio
3.

In other areas, particularly those pertaining to matters other than content, the BBC offers highly
questionable value for money. The National Audit Office's recent report, which indicated a net



overspend on infrastructure projects of £117 million, and prompted the BBC Trust to order a “health
check” of all major projects, is the foremost example. To set this figure in context, it would fund 6
Music's continued operation at current budget levels for eleven years – longer than the entire
period in which the station has, to date, been on air. 

Proposed principle: Setting new boundaries for the BBC

The Trust has asked the Director-General to consider where the BBC could be clearer about
the limits to its activities as we know there is considerable demand for this from other
broadcasters and media companies and the BBC has a responsibility to consider its
competitive impact on others.

The Director-General has set out a list of proposed limits to BBC activity. These are:

• Reducing the BBC offer in pop music radio by closing 6 Music
• Closing niche services for teenagers: BBC Switch and Blast!
• Reducing BBC expenditure on programmes bought from abroad  - for example,

 American films and dramas
• Limiting BBC expenditure on sports rights
• Not offering any more localised services than the BBC already does – for example,

new services for individual towns or cities
• Making the BBC website more focussed on particular areas.

The Trust has carried out work in some of these areas already and we support some
aspects to these limits: making the BBC’s website focussed and distinctive and setting
limits to the BBC's local media offer.

In many other areas, we recognise there are trade-offs. For example, buying a US drama can
mean that viewers are offered a high quality programme at lower cost than would be
possible with a new British programme.

The Trust has not taken decisions in any of these areas and we will consider each one very
carefully before doing so.

 
Do you think that the BBC should limit its activities in these areas? 

If the BBC is to set new boundaries, it must be clear about the terms on which it does so. Its plan
to close 6 Music rests on the identification of a boundary that is nothing to do with 6 Music at all,
namely the boundary with the popular music stations offered by the commercial sector. These
stations do not cater for the 6 Music audience, and this audience is not commercially valuable in
the way that the strategic review suggests, owing to its mis-identification of it principally with
reference to age rather than musical taste. 

Specifically, the BBC proposes, “recognising the lead role commercial radio plays in serving
popular music to 30-50 year-olds,” and in doing so fails to acknowledge that audiences can be
identified in terms other than their age. The BBC should not retreat from serving listeners in this
age bracket if they will not be served by commercial radio by virtue of other characteristics, for
instance musical taste. The BBC needs to identify its audience in a more sophisticated way in
order to 'set boundaries' and will benefit from using a clearer conception of 'public service' in doing
this. If the BBC does wish to set new boundaries, therefore, it must first prove itself competent to
do so; its efforts so far have been well wide of the mark.

Some of the other detailed proposals under this heading must also be questioned. For instance,
while “reducing spending on imported programmes” is superficially fair, it fails to acknowledge that
there are some minority interest imported programmes to which the BBC could buy second-run
rights quite cheaply, thus bringing them to a wider audience that would not otherwise see them.



Examples might include “cult” US dramas that currently reach a large audience only through DVD
sales, such as Wonderfalls and Firefly. The recent screenings of The Wire are a good example of
this; the acquisition of first-run rights to shows such as Mad Men and Heroes is, however, not
justifiable in this way, as these programmes could be acquired by commercial broadcasters, or
more fairly given a second-run transmission by the BBC.

“Recognising the lead role other broadcasters play in serving younger teenagers on TV” is also a
fair principle, but the lack of any proposals to change BBC3 suggests that the BBC is not intending
to act on it.

Should any other areas be on this list? 

See answers to “offering you something special” and “doing fewer things and doing them better”. In
short, boundaries could be identified in respect of:
− daytime quiz, property etc. shows
− continuing drama
− daytime mainstream music radio (Radios 1 and 2).


